PICTURES SPEAK VOLUMES
Check out some before-after photos

TRAINING WORKSHOPS
Sign up for updated class schedules

FANCY MEETING YOU
Meetings where we hope to see you!

Advanced Techniques Using Facial
& Body Contouring Implants
If enhancing your practice appeals to you,
look no further than our Masters
Educational Series workshop.
Expert instructors impart the latest
techniques for achieving aesthetic, longlasting outcomes using both facial and

The Combined Submalar Shell™
Augmenting both the cheekbone and below it

Flat cheeks (midfacial hypoplasia) plus a
lack of soft tissue below the cheekbone can
cause your patient to have a tired, sunken,
even skeleton-like appearance
Moreover, this one-two punch can make
other facial features seem out of balance.
The Solution – Implantech’s Combined
Submalar Shell™ (CSM).

The CSM incorporates features of both the
Terino Malar Shell ® (for flat cheeks) and the
Binder Submalar® implant. The resulting
augmentation provides youthful, aesthetic
volume throughout the midfacial area.
The Placement –
In submalar
augmentation, the implant
typically resides at the
base of the malar bone
and below to augment the
soft tissue.

body-contouring implants.
We combine both classroom and cadaver
lab sessions to make our workshops an
invaluable tool for plastic and cosmetic
surgeons alike.
And your colleagues who previously
attended all agree!

The larger shell-type malar implants reside
primarily on bone in a more superior, lateral
position and may extend partly into the
submalar space. The Combined Submalar
Shell™ occupies both areas.
The Result –

Contact Implantech for more information
about the Combined Submalar Shell™ or
any of our superior facial implants.

Your topics for each day include:

Also discussed on both days:
► Patient-specific implants
► Challenging cases
► Managing complications
Upon course conclusion,
you’ll receive a Certificate
of Completion, plus a
“Course Certified” icon
for prominent display on
your website.
Sign up for one or both days, but don’t let
this opportunity slip by!
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